OFFICE OF THE MINISTER
HEALTH, HOME, POWER, PWD, INDUSTRIES,
URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND IRRIGATION & FLOOD CONTROL
Govt. of National Capital Territory of Delhi
A-Wing, 7th Level, Delhi Secretariat, I.P. Estate, New Delhi-110002

No. OSD(PWD)/Min./2019/2/17   Dated 01.04.2019

To
The Engineer-in-Chief
PWD, Government of NCT of Delhi,
12th Floor, MSO Building, I.P.Estate,
New Delhi-110002.

Sir

Kindly find enclosed E-mail received from the Chief Electoral Officer, Delhi (28.03.2019) regarding Non-compliance of
Model Code of Conduct for further necessary action at your
end please.

Encl: As above.

( Baj Pal )
TSO to Minister

Copy to all ACs & CE's
for wide circulation

29.3.2019
ફરીદુદીન બીનાબાદ ગુજરાત દિલ્હી

સ્ર. દ. એન. (સ) | 203/20 | 1695/11 | 28/9/68

પ્રથમ કાયદા-પકરણ- ના અધિકાર સાધનથી ઉ્યોગ થયું હતું

1. લગ્ન હું કે અંતરણથી

સહાયક પ્રજાસાહ્લી કલમાણ પ્રભૂતા પ્રભૂતા
લોક સર કી., ભીલી પાડકાર
સાહબ જ્ઞાત, પુલિસ તુલાદાય,
નાઈ દિલ્હી-110002
F.No. OS.D(MCC)/2019/234-297

To

All Pr. Secretaries/Secretaries/
Commissioners/HODs,
Govt. of NCT of Delhi

Sub: Non-compliance of Model Code of Conduct.

Sir,

The Office of the Chief Electoral Officer, Delhi, is in receipt of various complaints/references from the ECI, Public Representatives etc. regarding either approval of new schemes/works by local bodies/government departments or start of new works not yet started on the ground, after MCC has come into force, i.e., March 10, 2019. It is also mentioned in some cases that in order to avoid MCC compliance, the new works have been started before March 10, 2019, however, their formal approvals etc. have been taken subsequently after MCC has come into force.

In this regard, attention of all the Pr. Secretaries/Secretaries/
Commissioners/HODs is invited to Para 5.2 (Consolidated Guidelines) of Chapter 5 of Manual on MCC wherein it is, inter alia, stated that:

(a) Only work projects that have actually started on the ground after obtaining all necessary permissions, before the MCC came into force, can be continued.

(b) Other new works and projects (except projects of exigency/natural disasters etc) cannot be started without prior permission of the ECI.

I am directed to bring to the notice of all concerned that the above instructions of ECI with respect to the Model Code of Conduct be followed in letter and spirit.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Nodal Officer, MCC